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The Precision Medicine revolution
Precision Medicine (or Personalised Medicine) is healthcare that is specifically tailored to an individual. And
Australia is at the forefront of this medical revolution.
Precision medicine’s uses include
1. Understanding an individual’s risk of developing disease, or complications within a disease;
2. Diagnosis and prognosis; and
3. Selection of the therapy or therapeutic pathway most likely to have the best outcome
Precision Medicine recognises that every individual is different – right down to our DNA. Our unique genes,
environment and lifestyles mean that there can be big differences in how we develop disease and how we respond
to treatments.
This approach is leading to better outcomes in patient treatment and recovery and in costs to the community.
Cancer the major focus
The major focus of Precision Medicine has been cancer. Cancer is a genetic disease. That doesn’t mean all
cancers are inherited from our parents, rather that cancer is a disease that begins with our DNA.
DNA is contained within the nucleus of almost every cell in our bodies. As cells age, almost all cells in the human
body divide into two to make a new copy of themselves (or replicate) before the old one dies. To do this, the strand
of DNA in a cell’s nucleus splits into two to form the nucleus of the new cell. The Weizmann Institute of Science in
Israel has estimated that around 330 billion cells in our bodies are replaced every day1. So it’s not surprising that
on a tiny fraction of occasions, a gene within the DNA strand is not perfectly copied – instead it mutates.
Unfortunately, certain types of mutations can lead to a cell being cancerous.
The breast cancer gene: An example of Precision Medicine
The discovery that mutations of the BRCA1 or BRCA2 gene significantly increase the likelihood of women
developing breast or ovarian cancer (and some other cancers) led to recommendations that women with a family
history of these cancers should be risk assessed. Genetic testing can then establish whether women who have not
yet developed cancer carry a mutation of these genes. The intention is that when an individual is shown to have
such a mutation she can discuss her risks with doctors, counsellors and family members and can make an
informed decision on the best path for her. Her choices can range from ongoing regular check-ups to pre-emptive
double mastectomy. Angelina Jolie’s choice to undergo preventative double mastectomy for exactly this reason
generated enormous media attention.
This is Precision (or Personalised) Medicine because it is a risk assessment of the likelihood of disease based on
an individual’s genetic makeup.
Immunotherapy (or Immuno-oncology) – the Pembrolizumab (Keytruda) example
Another example of Personalised Medicine is Immunotherapy, which seeks to activate the body’s own immune
system to recognise, attack and eliminate cancerous cells. To date the biggest immunotherapy commercial
success has been Merck’s Pembrolizumab (tradename “Keytruda”) which was launched in 2014 and is currently
approved in 13 different types of cancer treatment. In 2021 it was the world’s fourth highest selling drug (and
second-highest selling excluding Coronavirus vaccines) with sales of US$17.2 billion2.
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Figure 1: Keytruda revenue from 2014-2021

Source: Statista; 2022
Keytruda’s success has been in the treatment of tumours that express a protein called PD-L1. Where patients are
PD-L1 negative Keytruda is not considered worthwhile. Before the emergence of this drug, PD-L1 expression was
not something of any importance to clinicians. But now there is routine testing of patients for PD-L1 as it is a
biomarker that indicates the likelihood of success (or failure) of treatment with Keytruda for each individual patient.
As well as identifying individuals where the treatment is likely to work, being able to measure a biomarker also
means that:
1. Time is not wasted with a therapy that is unlikely to work - the patient can be given a more appropriate
course of therapy;
2. Because a course of Keytruda costs approx. US$150,000, - healthcare systems can avoid significant
expenditure that is unlikely to be of any benefit to the patient.
This is Precision (or Personalised) Medicine because a biomarker can determine whether an individual’s tumour is
likely to respond to this therapy.
Treating lung cancer with an Australian immunotherapy drug and Keytruda
Immutep (ASX Code:IMM) has run a number of clinical trials of their own immunotherapy drug called Eftilagimod
Alpha or “Efti”. Efti is used as a combination therapy, meaning it is combined with another therapy to activate the
body’s immune system to fight tumours. IMM have completed Phase 2 clinical trials in conjunction with Merck in
which Efti is given in combination with Keytruda in three different cancer settings.
In first line (metastatic) Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer, “NSCLC” which is one of the largest addressable markets in
all of oncology, Phase 2 results suggest that when Efti is added to Keytruda it may significantly increase the
number of patients who respond to treatment compared to using Keytruda alone – possibly even double. If an Efti
+ Keytruda combination is approved it would also extend patent protection for Merck’s most valuable asset by nine
years. So, if a Phase 3 trial were successful it would transform treatment for hundreds of thousands of patients
around the world each year and be hugely commercially valuable.
Prostate Cancer diagnosis and treatment using Precision Medicine
Theranostics and Molecularly Targeted Radiation (MTR) are further examples of Precision medicine. The term
“theranostics” is derived from “therapy” and “diagnostic”. It describes using a drug called a “radiopharmaceutical”
that carries a low dose radiation payload to diagnose cancer and the same drug carrying a higher dose radiation
payload to treat cancer.
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Certain tumour types often carry particular proteins on their outer surface (or membrane). Perhaps the best-known
example is in prostate cancer where around 90% of prostate cancers express Prostate Specific Membrane Antigen
or “PSMA”.
Hence it is possible to identify a molecule that will target that specific protein and bind to it. A radiopharmaceutical
is created by:
1. Identifying the appropriate “Targeting Agent”
2. Manufacturing an appropriate “chelator” which is a cage to hold the radioactive isotope
3. Joining the Targeting Agent to the chelator using a chemical “Linker”
Figure 2: Radiopharmaceuticals in cancer diagnosis and treatment

Source: National Cancer Institute; 2022
If genes within prostate cancer cell DNA express PSMA, they do so regardless of whether that cell is located at the
prostate gland or somewhere else in the body – because they are prostate cancer cells. Hence, secondary
tumours or metastases also attract the same targeting agent and therefore also receive the radioactive payload.
The process is simple: the theranostic agent is injected and will then circulate in the patient’s blood around the
whole body.
The diagnosis begins when the targeting agent binds to the PSMA on the surface of tumour cells, including on any
secondary tumours. Next, the low dose radiation payload linked to the targeting agent lights up on a PET scan.
Figure 3: PET scan

Source: Telix Pharmaceuticals; 2022
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Figure 3 is a PET scan of a prostate cancer patient taken after administering Telix Pharmaceuticals’ (ASX Code :
TLX) prostate cancer imaging agent “Illuccix”. The bright spots show the locations of the radiopharmaceutical
which has bound to tumour sites.
Therapy begins when the targeting agent binds to a receptor on the tumour cells surface (just as it did in the
diagnostic mode). Next the higher dose radiation payload linked to the targeting agent kills the tumour cells by
damaging the cell’s DNA.
A tumour’s response to therapy can be followed using the same imaging technique as the original diagnosis. If the
tumour is not shrinking or is no longer shrinking, clinicians can be immediately aware and determine the most
appropriate next course of action.
Time is critical in cancer.
MTR vs traditional radiation oncology
As the term MTR suggests, this new form of radiation oncology delivers radiation directly at the cellular level. It is
very specifically targeted unlike traditional External Beam Radiation that is delivered from outside the body and
targeted at an anatomical area. It must pass through and irradiate layers of healthy tissue to reach its target and
can have a significant impact on the physical health of a patient and often permanent side effects. In contrast,
radiopharmaceuticals deliver radiation specifically to the site(s) of the tumour(s), thereby avoiding the unnecessary
killing of normal tissue. This is Precision Medicine.
Australian leadership in theranostics
Australia is at the forefront of this new technology. The Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre in Melbourne and St
Vincent’s Hospital in Sydney are both considered leading research organisations in the field.
Telix Pharmaceuticals’ “Illuccix” kit for the diagnosis of certain types of prostate cancer is approved for use in the
USA and Australia as well as awaiting approvals in other jurisdictions. Telix also have many clinical and pre-clinical
programs including Phase 3 therapeutic trials in prostate cancer and diagnostic and therapeutic trials in kidney
cancer, glioblastoma and bone marrow conditioning.
Clarity Pharmaceuticals (ASX Code: CU6) is currently conducting clinical trials of theranostics in prostate cancer,
neuroblastoma and neuroendocrine tumours.
A third Australian company, Radiopharm Theranostics (ASX Code: RAD), listed in November 2021.
The future of Precision Medicine
In a future paper we will discuss advances in gene sequencing and explain why we think this technology combined
with Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence is set to transform healthcare.
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Important information
Antares Capital Partners Ltd ABN 85 066 081 114, AFSL 234483 (‘ACP’), is the Responsible Entity of, and the issuer of units in,
the Antares Dividend Builder ARSN: 115 694 794, Antares Elite Opportunities Fund ARSN: 102 675 641, Antares Ex-20
Australian Equities Fund ARSN: 635 799 530, and Antares High Growth Shares Fund ARSN: 090 554 082.
This report has been prepared in good faith, where applicable, using information from sources believed to be reliable and
accurate as at the time of preparation. However, no representation or warranty (express or implied) is given as to its accuracy,
reliability or completeness (which may change without notice). This communication contains general information and may
constitute general advice. This report does not take account of an investor’s particular objectives, financial situation or needs.
Investors should therefore, before acting on information in this report, consider its appropriateness, having regard to the
investor’s particular own objectives, financial situation or needs.
An investor should consider the current Product Disclosure Statement and Product Guide for the Fund (‘PDS’) in deciding
whether to acquire, or continue to hold, units in the Fund and consider whether units in the Fund is an appropriate investment
for the investor and the risks of any investment.
We recommend investors obtain financial advice specific to their situation. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future
performance. Returns are not guaranteed and actual returns may vary from any target returns described in this document. Any
projection or other forward-looking statement (‘Projection’) in this report is provided for information purposes only. No
representation is made as to the accuracy or reasonableness of any such Projection or that it will be met. Actual events may
vary materially.
ACP is part of the Insignia Financial group of companies (comprising Insignia Financial Holdings Ltd ABN 49 100 103 722 and
its related bodies corporate) (‘Insignia Group’). The capital value, payment of income and performance of any financial product
offered by any member of the Insignia Group including but not limited to Antares, are not guaranteed. An investment in any
product offered by any member of the Insignia Group including but not limited to Antares, is subject to investment risk, including
possible delays in repayment of capital and loss of income and principal invested.
Any opinions expressed by ACP constitute ACP’s judgement at the time of writing and may change without notice. In some
cases the information is provided to us by third parties, while it is believed that the information is accurate and reliable, the
accuracy of that information is not guaranteed in any way. None of ACP, any other member or the Insignia Group, or the
employees or directors of the Insignia Group are liable for any loss arising from any person relying on information provided by
third parties. This information is directed to and prepared for Australian residents only. ACP disclaims all responsibility and
liability for any loss, claim or damage which any person may have and/or suffer as a result of any persons reliance on any
information, predictions, performance data and the like contained within this document, whether the loss or damage is caused
by, or as a result of any fault or negligence of ACP, it’s officers, employees, agents and/or its related bodies corporate.
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